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Abstract—Trends in business intelligence, e-commerce and remote access make it necessary and practical to store data in different ways on multiple systems with different operating systems. As business evolve and grow, they require efficient computerized solution to perform data update and to access data from diverse enterprise business applications. The objective of this paper is to demonstrate the capability of DTS [1] as a database solution for automatic data transfer and update in solving business problem. This DTS package is developed for the sales of variety of plants and eventually expanded into commercial supply and landscaping business. Dimension data modeling is used in DTS package to extract, transform and load data from heterogeneous database systems such as MySQL, Microsoft Access and Oracle that consolidates into a Data Mart residing in SQL Server. Hence, the data transfer from various databases is scheduled to run automatically every quarter of the year to review the efficient sales analysis. Therefore, DTS is absolutely an attractive solution for automatic data transfer and update which meeting today’s business needs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Information is priceless. However, making them useful and presentable is difficult. Many organizations currently face the challenge in trying to integrate mass amount of data to make it accessible [2]. IT professionals face sizable challenges to support those applications as they continue to grow in both their number and sophistication. Typically, much of the data needed by a particular application reside in various database systems running on different platforms. Data collected are always segregated, usually according to departments, teams [3] or even geographical area. Organization needs to migrate the data and access information from diverse enterprise business application within specified time frames [3]. With the increase in an organization size, comes the technology sophistication in consolidating those data. One solution is by using Data Transformation Services (DTS), which allows the integration of data, even from various database platforms.

II. RELATED WORK

Database is designed to help users examine available data from a variety of perspectives [4]. Data Transformation Services is a collection of utilities and objects that is capable of importing, exporting and converting data from any Object Linking and Embedding Database (OLEDB) compliant database source to any data source, whether to/from another database system (heterogeneous) or to/from another server [5]. Information Technology professionals can write a data movement custom program each time a need arise, however, the problem with custom program is time-consuming, waste valuable development resources and creates a large body of code that becomes increasingly difficult to maintain over time [6] is justified the use of DTS in real enterprise environment as a database solution for automatic transfer and update. A key to understanding the DTS architecture is to understand the DTS Package, which is a complete, self-contained description of all task and steps for completing an import, expert and transformation process [8]. Ideally, end-users should be able to access data from the data warehouse without knowing either where data resides from or also various usages of database applications. Data mart approach is one of the data warehouse categories [10, 11] where it extracts data from a primary data warehouse for data mart application. The extraction has a special purpose. Hence, the repository of the data ware house contains the subject of information, which is in data mart format [12].

III. METHODOLOGY

A proposed system framework has been implemented for creating data mart to consolidate multi-source enterprise operational data. However, Entity Relationship Diagram, ERD will be used to model data structure for multi-source data and it depicts relationships among system entities. Hence, Dimensional Data Modeling will be used to present useful information in summarized form to identify the trends. Star schema is used to model the new data structure from ERD. Finally, the end product of system prototyping is full-featured, working model of database solution and ready for the real implementation.

IV. SYSTEM FRAMEWORK

Technically, Fig. 1 shows that data mart resides in between of Online Transaction Processing (OLTP) and Online Analytical Processing (OLAP). OLTP systems represent the
source systems for a data warehouse. They are transactional in nature and are frequently purge to improve performance. On the other hand, OLAP systems typically take snapshots of production data at regularly spaced intervals and can represent historical data for months or years used for business analytical processing.

OLAP, It consists of one or small number of fact tables and conformed dimensions. As such, it generates a SalesDataMart by consolidating heterogeneous data sources for efficient quarterly sales analysis.

Fig. 1 System Framework for Creating Data Mart by Consolidating Multi-Source Enterprise Operational Data

In this case, Sales data in Oracle, Customer Satisfaction in MySQL and Shipment Quality in Microsoft Access are all refer as OLTP. In OLTP, data are structured in ER model as depicted in Fig. 2. These data will be extracted and transformed into a dimensional model i.e star schema, Fig. 3, in Data Mart through staging area for quarterly sales analysis. Business analytical application which represents the OLAP is used to analyze the business by using the data taken from the Data Mart, which can be used strategically to obtain and analyze data based on their needs [9]. Data Mart is a smaller, more manageable implementation of enterprise data warehouse. When data warehouse or data mart combined with

Fig. 2 ER Model

Fig. 3 Star Schema

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 2 shows that ER model is constituted to remove redundancy and to optimize OLTP performance. In contrast, dimensional model i.e star schema is constituted to optimize decision support query for business analysis through OLAP [7]. In this case, heterogeneous business data such as sales in Oracle, customer satisfaction in MySQL and shipment quality in MS Access are extracted, transformed and loaded into SalesDataMart using DTS. The transformation is performed through staging area because it is useful in fixing source data quality problem and to avoid system degradation on OLTP systems. Extensive process of transforming the source data into appropriate format would only involves between staging area and destination. If direct transformation is performed between source and destination, OLTP system will suffer performance degradation since it has to cater extensive query for warehouse loading on top of the rigorous transactional process such as sales order, shipment and customers data entries.

In addition, SalesDataMart DTS Package, Fig. 1, has two Execute SQL Tasks running in parallel, one to insert new records and another is to modify records. Parallel tasks executions speed up the transformation process and thus improve performance of DTS package.

To illustrate the result of data transformation and update, there are a few assumptions applied. Imagine now is March 31, 2004 (end of Quarter 4). The last running date was December 31, 2003 (Quarter 3). Note that the company operates on a fiscal year as follows:
TABLE I
FISCAL YEAR OF CREATIVE PLANTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quarter</th>
<th>Month</th>
<th>DTS running date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>Apr – June</td>
<td>June 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>Jul – Sept</td>
<td>Sept 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>Oct – Dec</td>
<td>Dec 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>Jan – Mar</td>
<td>Mar 31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At the end of Quarter 4, records that need to be transferred and updated should be between Jan 1, 2004 until 31 March 2004 (records of Quarter 4). The following describes data transformation and update for each enterprise operational data: Customer Satisfaction, Shipment Quality and Sales.

A. Customer Satisfaction

Customer Satisfaction data loading demonstrates data transformation between MySQL database system residing on Linux Fedora Server platform and SQL Server 2000 residing on Windows platform. This is possible through the Open Database Connectivity (ODBC). MySQL ODBC driver needs to be installed on the Linux box in order to perform the data transformation. Before the execution of SalesDataMart DTS Package, the data mart contains records only up to Quarter 3. At the end of Quarter 4, SalesDataMart DTS package will automatically transfer customer satisfaction records of Quarter 4 from data source (MySQL) into data mart (SQL Server), Fig. 4.

During loading process, two columns experience data transformation: Rating and CallDate. Rating value has been transformed into rating descriptor to ease sales analysis as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rating Value</th>
<th>Descriptor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Never do business with us again</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Unsatisfied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Satisfied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Very satisfied</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CallDate also has been transformed into PeriodID. dim_Period represents time dimension. Time dimension is important in optimizing the sales analysis by timeframe. A stored procedure called loadblPeriod is used to populate the dim_Period accordingly. CallDate is mapped to corresponding PeriodID via DTS Lookup. DTS Lookup allows specifying a query that executes for each value from the source that needs to be looked up in a table that resides in destination. As the data is transferred, the following query is executed for each CallDate value from source:

```
SELECT PeriodID
FROM dim_Period
WHERE PeriodDay = ?
```

B. Shipment Quality

Shipment Quality data loading demonstrates data transformation between Microsoft Access and SQL Server 2000. This is done through the Microsoft Jet drivers. The result is shown in as follow:

During loading process, three columns have experienced some changes: ShipmentDate, ShipmentQuality and UnacceptableItems. ShipmentDate is transformed into PeriodID by using similar PeriodIDLookup used for Customer Satisfaction. Shipment Quality is transformed into a description-like term instead of numbers using the following ActiveX Script code:
Select Case DTSSource("ShipmentQuality")
    Case 1
        DTSDestination("ShipmentQuality") = "Excellent"
    Case 2
        DTSDestination("ShipmentQuality") = "Good"
    Case 3
        DTSDestination("ShipmentQuality") = "Acceptable"
    Case 4
        DTSDestination("ShipmentQuality") = "Poor"
    Case 5
        DTSDestination("ShipmentQuality") = "Rejected"
    Case Else
        DTSDestination("ShipmentQuality") = "BadData"
End Select

Unacceptableitems is transformed from checked/unchecked format in Microsoft Access into Yes/No in SQL Server using ActiveX Script as follows:

    If DTSSource("UnacceptableItems") = "False" Then
    DTSDestination("UnacceptableItems") = "No"
    Else
    DTSDestination("UnacceptableItems") = "Yes"
    End If

C. Sales

Sales data loading demonstrates data transformation between Oracle database system residing on Unix Server platform and SQL Server 2000 residing on Windows platform. This is possible through either Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) or Object Linking and Embedding Database (OLEDB). SQL Server box needs to be installed with Oracle client or also known as Net8 or Net9 client in order to enable the box to access remote Oracle database.

For Sales data, not only new Sales records need to be transferred, modified records of Customers, Products, Vendors and Business Categories also should be updated. Fig. 6 shows new Product records that have been transferred from Oracle into the data mart (SQL Server).

DTS package will capture this change and update the records so that the new sales entry will follow the new pricing, Fig. 7.

VI. CONCLUSION

Data Transformation Services (DTS) is definitely an attractive database solution for automating data transfer and update that suite well with the current trend of business data management. Evolution of legacy system such as mainframe systems demands a solution to integrate it with current technology and business needs. It demonstrates DTS capabilities in automating data transfer between heterogeneous databases such as Microsoft Access, MySQL on Fedora Linux Server and Oracle on Sun Unix Server.

With the advantages of cost effectiveness; excellent performance; powerful and intuitive interface of DTS Designer; wide range of connectivity; bi-directional data transfer and extendable with advanced programming, DTS absolutely is a competitive Extract, Transform and Load (ETL) tool. Due to great success of Microsoft SQL Server 2000 DTS, this gives more value to Database Administrators (DBAs) in performing their job with great productivity.
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